Limiting the recruitment of degrees of freedom reduces the stability of perception-action patterns.
The goal of the present study was to examine how recruiting/suppressing degrees of freedom affects the (differential) stability of two rhythmic perception-action patterns. In particular, participants synchronized either adduction-on-the-beat or abduction-on-the-beat movements of the right index finger with an auditory metronome. The stability of both patterns as performed in the horizontal plane was predicted to depend on the utilization, or recruitment, of the vertical plane of motion. Movements of the index finger were either free or physically restricted to the horizontal plane. The results showed that in the free condition, the vertical plane was recruited more in the more stable pattern (abduction-on-the-beat) than in the less stable pattern (adduction-on-the-beat). In the constrained condition, abduction-on-the-beat pattern was destabilized, whereas the stability of the adduction-on-the-beat pattern was preserved. These results suggest that the recruitment of the vertical plane of motion in the abduction-on-the-beat movements brought about an increase in the stability of this pattern. More generally, the trade-off between the stability of coordination patterns in the horizontal plane is based on a self-organizing process of recruitment in which neuromuscular factors are an intrinsic aspect.